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Abstra t

Delta ompression, whi h onsists of ompa tly en oding one le version as the result of hanges
to another, an improve eÆ ien y in the use of network and disk resour es. Delta ompression
te hniques are readily available and an result in ompression fa tors of ve to ten on typi al
data. Managing delta- ompressed storage, however, is a diÆ ult task. I will present a system that
attempts to isolate the omplexity of delta- ompressed storage management by separating the task
of version labeling from performan e issues. I will show how the system integrates delta- ompressed
transport with delta- ompressed storage.
Existing tools for managing delta- ompressed storage su er from weak le system support. La k of
transa tion support is responsible for ineÆ ient appli ation behavior. The only atomi operation in
the traditional le system for es unne essary disk a tivity due to opying osts. I will demonstrate
that transa tion support an improve appli ation performan e and extensibility with the bene t
of strong, ne-grained onsisten y.
1

Introdu tion

The pra ti e of delta ompression, ompa tly en oding a le version as the mutation (delta ) of
an existing version, has important appli ations in systems today. In a version ontrol system it
is ommon to store related le versions using this te hnique to save disk spa e while maintaining
a omplete modi ation history. More importantly, however, delta ompression an be used to
redu e network transmission time. Distribution agents of all kinds an bene t from this te hnique
whenever transporting data that is signi antly similar to a previous transmission. Software
distribution systems, Web transportation infrastru ture, and version ontrol systems an employ
delta ompression to make more eÆ ient use of network and disk resour es, with ompression
fa tors of ve to ten typi al for some data.
The basi me hani s of a system for delta ompression are easily understood. We have algorithms
that qui kly ompute near-optimal deltas, and it takes little e ort to apply a delta, re onstru ting

its ontents. Managing delta- ompressed transport and storage, however, is a diÆ ult task. It may
require s hemes for labeling versions, for hoosing versions that are likely to ompress well, and
for informing a a he poli y, de iding whi h versions to retain. Furthermore, there are potential
bene ts to managing delta- ompressed storage and transport simultaneously, with the use of preomputed deltas. I will present the design of a delta- ompressed storage manager that addresses
some of these issues, attempting to isolate their omplexity.
Current delta- ompressed storage management systems su er from inadequate le system support.
To implement an atomi update operation, they must write a whole opy of a delta- ompressed
ar hive. The ost of an atomi operation grows with the size of the ar hive, ausing an asymptoti
degradation in the time to insert a new version. My system avoids this problem with the use
of transa tions, supporting insertion time that is independent of ar hive size. In this manner, I
will show that le system transa tion support an improve appli ation performan e be ause weak
onsisten y semanti s for e ineÆ ient behavior in some appli ations.
In addition to improving performan e, transa tions permit extensibility by supporting independent
failure re overy among omposed modules. The design in ludes an extensible, appli ation-level le
system layer that separates version labeling from the task of delta- ompression. This separation
allows the appli ation to manage version labels without intera tion from the delta- ompression
system. After des ribing the delta- ompressed storage manager, the operations it supports, and
the algorithms it uses, I will des ribe how the le system layer gives it an eÆ ient, modular
implementation through the use of transa tions.
2

Delta-Compressed Storage

To avoid later onfusion, we shall use the following de nitions. Text ompression is a lossless transformation of a single le's ontents to require less spa e or transmission time. Delta ompression
onsists of representing a target version's ontents as the mutation (delta ) of some existing sour e
ontents to a hieve the same goal, a redu tion in spa e or time. Typi ally, the target and sour e
are related versions of the same le and have similar ontents. The ompression, or , of a delta
is its size divided by the size of its target version.
One of the primary appli ations of delta ompression is for eÆ iently storing multiple versions of
a le. Version ontrol systems typi ally support this type of ompression for maintaining omplete
le histories. RCS [50℄ and SCCS [39℄ are two traditional systems that provide version ontrol with
delta- ompressed storage for a single le. More advan ed version ontrol systems su h as CVS [3℄
and PRCS [29℄ have emphasized the importan e of providing version ontrol over a olle tion of
les, as opposed to a single le, resulting in the use of RCS and SCCS for ba k-end storage rather
than for version ontrol. This dis ussion assumes that these tools are being used by an appli ation,
not dire tly by a user.
Delta- ompressed storage is a hieved by storing deltas in pla e of the versions they represent. A
plaintext, literal version of the le is stored in an ar hive along with deltas allowing the other
versions to be re onstru ted. Deltas are sometimes organized into hains in whi h the target
version of one delta is the sour e version of the next delta in the hain. If a delta's target version
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Figure 1: An RCS le showing the pla ement of forward and reverse deltas. The arrows point
from sour e version to target version. The trunk onsists of versions 1.4, 1.3, 1.2, and 1.1, and
there are three bran hes.
is newer than its sour e version in the history, then it is referred to as a forward delta. A reverse
delta has the opposite orientation: an older target version and a newer sour e version.
A delta- ompressed storage system ould simply store the rst version of a parti ular le as its
literal version and then store every subsequent version in a forward delta hain. A problem with
this strategy is that as the number of versions grows, operations must apply long delta hains
to a ess re ent versions. Re ognizing that re ent versions are more likely than older ones to be
a essed, RCS instead stores the most re ent version (the head version) in a distinguished lineage
(the trunk ) of versions. The trunk is made up of of the head version and a reverse delta hain
leading ba k to the original version. Other versions with less distinguished lineage are stored using
forward delta hains (known as bran hes ), allowing a omplete an estry tree of versions to be
stored using a single literal version and both forward and reverse delta hains. An RCS le is
illustrated in Figure 1.
An interfa e for delta- ompressed storage should at least support basi insertion and retrieval
operations and a fa ility for labeling versions for external use. Despite its popularity, RCS is
not an ideal system for managing delta- ompressed storage be ause its interfa e is ompli ated
by interfering, unne essary features of a version- ontrol system, there is little ontrol over its
performan e, and it makes ineÆ ient use of the le system.
An RCS ar hive onsists of a single le that is managed through ordinary a ess methods of the
underlying le system. The alling appli ation has a ess to versions stored within an ar hive
through a ommand line interfa e that allows you to ommit new versions, retrieve existing ones,
apply symboli labels, and perform lo king fun tions.
RCS automati ally labels ea h version orresponding to its position in the an estry tree. The

alling appli ation an sele t the next allo ated version label by a quiring a lo k on the parent
version. Thus, it usually requires two ommands to insert a spe i version: one to sele t (and
lo k) a parent version and then one to insert the new hild version. It is not ne essary to pre-sele t
the parent version if the alling program already has a list of its existing hildren, but that too
takes an extra ommand to a quire.
A version's position in the an estry tree a e ts the insertion and retrieval performan e of all it's
des endents. A version on the trunk has the best performan e, whereas performan e for a version
on a bran h degrades as the length of the trunk in reases, sin e every new reverse delta lengthens
the hain between it and the head version. Sele ting the parent version prior to insertion thus
has two inseparable e e ts on time and spa e performan e. It provides a non-uniform time{spa e
tradeo as versions an be pla ed on or o the trunk, and it provides a hint for ompression,
making an assumption, whi h is later tested (x6.1), that the best delta ompression will o ur
when a version- ontrol system omputes deltas between immediate relatives. The time{spa e
tradeo and the ompression hint are inextri ably linked by the version labeling s heme. In spite
of this, hoosing version labels requires future knowledge to provide the best performan e, and
it is a diÆ ult de ision for a tool to make. This unne essary omplexity an be passed upward
through the higher level version- ontrol system to the user (as CVS does) or it an be ignored,
sa ri ing performan e for the sake of simpli ity (as PRCS does).
RCS stores all versions inside a single le using its own le format, and it uses the rename system
all as an atomi update operation. As a onsequen e it must rewrite the entire ar hive during every
insertion or administrative update, no matter how small. This is ineÆ ient behavior; it is possible
using database te hniques to a hieve the same atomi update and for e far less disk a tivity. Thus,
even simple RCS operations are highly disk bound, and update performan e degrades as the size
of the ar hive grows.
2.1

XDFS | The Xdelta File System

The Xdelta File System (XDFS) is designed to improve upon RCS stri tly for the purpose of
managing delta- ompressed storage. XDFS is not a version- ontrol system, but it is intended to
support one. The prin iple goals for XDFS are to support eÆ ient operations, independently of
total ar hive size, and to provide a simple interfa e for appli ation programming. It a omplishes
this by the use of several ompression strategies with varying time{spa e performan e, eliminating the use of an estry and ompression hints entirely, and through implementation te hniques,
in luding the use of a separate interfa e for labeling versions and the use of transa tions to enable
an eÆ ient atomi update without rewriting its entire ar hive. Implementation te hniques will not
be dis ussed until se tion 5.
XDFS uses a single lineage for version storage, rather than an an estry tree; it assigns a sequential
version number that labels versions in their insertion order, interleaving all bran hes without the
use of any ompression hints. XDFS has two ompression methods based on the use of forward and
reverse deltas that o er various levels of ompression and retrieval performan e. We shall use the
following de nitions to des ribe them. The literal, un ompressed representation of the i version
is denoted V . XDFS stores the sequen e of versions V1; V2 ; :::V using a ombination of literal
versions and deltas, where a delta from the i to the j version is denoted ( i j ). An ar hive
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onsists of a number of lusters, ea h of whi h ontains a single literal version and a onne ted
set of deltas. When dis ussing a spe i XDFS ompression method, XDFS-r denotes the use of
reverse deltas and XDFS-f the use of forward deltas.
The forward delta- ompression method, XDFS-f, uses the version jumping s heme by Burns and
Long [6℄. Ea h luster has a xed literal version, the referen e version, whi h serves as the sour e
for all deltas in the luster. Consider a sequen e of versions with two lusters ontaining versions
V1 {V 1 and V {V , respe tively. Using XDFS-f, the sequen e is represented by:
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The referen e version is the rst version in an XDFS-f luster, and hain length never ex eeds one.
Retrieval from an XDFS-f ar hive is fast be ause at most one delta must be applied to re onstru t
any version. The disadvantage of this te hnique is that deltas are not omputed between adja ent
versions, so ompression may su er. After introdu ing the se ond ompression method, we shall
see by how mu h.
The reverse delta- ompression method, XDFS-r, uses a hain of reverse deltas mu h like the
RCS trunk. Its referen e version, like the RCS head version, hanges with every insertion, and
it stores a single hain of reverse deltas to re onstru t the other versions. This te hnique has
better ompression than XDFS-f be ause deltas are omputed between adja ent versions, but it
has slower retrieval be ause it must apply more than one delta to re onstru t past versions. This
is how XDFS-r represents the same version sequen e as above:
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An XDFS-r luster sustains good ompression but the delta hain grows longer with ea h insertion,
in reasing retrieval time for past versions, whereas an XDFS-f luster sustains good retrieval time
but its ompression gradually degrades. For these separate reasons, both methods limit the size
of a luster. XDFS-r simply has a on guration parameter to limit hain length, the maximum
versions per luster, that bounds retrieval time for versions in the luster.
As an XDFS-f luster grows, hanges between the referen e version and the most re ent version
a umulate, leading to larger deltas. Using worst- ase analysis, Burns and Long give an upper
bound for the luster ompression as a fun tion of individual delta ompression [6℄. Their
results are reprodu ed in the graphs of Figure 2 for two values of . Whereas XDFS-r ompression
ontinues to de rease, approa hing the limit , XDFS-f ompression rea hes a minimum and then
begins to rise. XDFS-f limits the size of a luster by easing when it nds a lo al minimum in
ompression.
There is a potential problem with interleaving bran hes in a single lineage aused when the ontent
of two or more bran hes diverge from one another. In this ase, deltas will be omputed between
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Figure 2: The worst- ase luster ompression of XDFS-f and XDFS-r as a fun tion of luster size,
parametrized by the individual delta ompression. The left graph has = 0:1 and the right graph
has = 0:01.
in reasingly unrelated versions every time a delta rosses between bran hes. XDFS-r features
an additional ompression te hnique alled the sour e bu er designed to alleviate this problem.
The sour e bu er retains a number of additional ompression sour es taken from re ently omputed deltas, allowing one delta to opy dire tly from another delta instead of dupli ating that
ontent. A delta that is omputed between independently evolving bran hes is umulative|it
re e ts the sum of their mutual evolution. The rationale behind the sour e bu er te hnique is
that diverging bran hes may bene t from the ability to opy from previously omputed deltas
sin e bran h- rossing deltas are likely to in lude portions of previously omputed bran h- rossing
deltas. Although this te hnique may be e e tive, automati dete tion and handling of diverging
ontent should best be handled at a higher level, using some form of indire tion.
The retrieval fun tion in XDFS is independent of delta orientation|the same operations are
performed using XDFS-r and XDFS-f. Given a target version and the hain of deltas that produ es
it, XDFS then generates an index mapping byte ranges in the target version to immediately
available byte ranges stored in the system. This intermediate representation, known as the urrent
index, is onstru ted by reading every delta in the hain, one at a time, and translating the opied
ranges. After the urrent index has been omputed, pages of the re onstru ted version are lled
in, one at a time, as the appli ation reads them.
The number of instru tions in the intermediate representation tends to in rease as the delta hain
length grows, but the number of instru tions in any representation is bounded by the length of
the target version be ause it requires at most one instru tion per byte of re onstru ted ontent.
Assuming that there are n deltas in the hain and that the maximum number of instru tions
en ountered during re onstru tion is z, whi h is a measure of the number of hanges a umulated
along the hain, the re onstru tion algorithm runs in time O(nz lg z).
2.2

Related Work

A related approa h to the ones presented here is used by database systems and text editors to
maintain a history of modi ations to a database obje t or text le. The EXODUS storage

manager [7℄ and the SDS2 software development system [1℄ both use a B-tree representation for
storing large, versioned obje ts and allow sub-tree sharing to a hieve storage eÆ ien y. Neither
system has any published experimental storage eÆ ien y results.
A similar but more sophisti ated approa h by Fraser and Myers [14℄ uses a generalization of AVL
trees to store modi ations so that all versions an be re onstru ted in an in-order pass through
the tree. A system by Yu and Rosenkrantz [55℄ stores literal versions and deltas similar to RCS
and fo uses on a hieving linear-time re onstru tion by storing a separate index for every version
(this amounts to storing the XDFS urrent index for every version). Neither system is oriented
towards eÆ ient se ondary storage, nor do they have any published experimental storage eÆ ien y
results.
3

Delta Compression Algorithms

This se tion is intended to give a brief introdu tion to the Xdelta algorithm and some of the issues that distinguish it and various other delta algorithms. Delta algorithms fall into two lasses
depending on the type of algorithm used to ompute a delta. The opy/insert lass of delta algorithms use a string mat hing te hnique to lo ate mat hing o sets in the sour e and target versions
and then emit a sequen e of opy instru tions for ea h mat hing range and insert instru tions to
over the unmat hed regions. The insert/delete lass of delta algorithms use a longest ommon
subsequen e (LCS) algorithm, or equivalently a shortest edit distan e algorithm, to ompute an
edit s ript that modi es the sour e version into the target version. A ommonly used program for
generating deltas is diff [31℄, whi h belongs to the insert/delete lass of delta algorithms. It is
also used by RCS.
Insert/delete algorithms are less appropriate than opy/insert algorithms for storage, transmission, and other me hani al purposes, although they are more appropriate for human viewing. Insert/delete algorithms have inherently greater time omplexity than the typi al greedy opy/insert
algorithm [49℄, so in pra ti e programs like diff break their input into line-delimited re ords to redu e input size. This te hnique may be a reasonable approximation for text inputs, but it performs
poorly in general on binary les. One study has already demonstrated opy/insert algorithms that
perform well on binary les and also outperform diff on text les [25℄.
Insert/delete algorithms do not produ e optimal deltas be ause they weigh an insert instru tion
the same as a delete instru tion, despite the fa t that insert instru tions onsume more spa e. An
insert/delete edit s ript transforming \proxy a he" into \ a he proxy" will ontain six deletions
and six insertions, twelve instru tions in all, whereas a opy/insert delta an do the same in
just three instru tions: (1) opy \ a he", (2) insert a spa e hara ter, and (3) opy \proxy".
Insert/delete algorithms do not onsider the high level stru ture of the inputs; based on this,
Lopresti and Tomkins present several re ned blo k edit ost models with appli ations to su h
things as mole ular biology and handwriting analysis [28℄.
The most basi opy/insert algorithm is a greedy one. In a single pass through the target version, it
pi ks the longest available mat h at any given o set and then ontinues sear hing at the end of the
mat h. By assuming a simple but unrealisti ost model for delta en oding, the greedy algorithm

an be proven to have optimal ompression [5℄. An implementation of the greedy algorithm must
hoose a te hnique for nding the longest mat hing strings between versions.
For dis ussing algorithmi omplexity, we'll use M as the sour e version length and N as the
target version length. One simple, onstant-spa e approa h that uses no auxiliary data stru ture
at all resorts to a linear-time sear h for every lookup operation; the resulting algorithm has time
omplexity O(MN ). The bdi algorithm uses a suÆx tree instead [49℄, whi h an be onstru ted
in time and spa e proportional to the sour e version length, resulting in an algorithm with time
omplexity O(N + M ) and spa e omplexity O(N ).
Although the suÆx-tree approa h to string mat hing is optimal (using the simpli ed ost model),
it has several disadvantages. It requires linear spa e, whi h an be prohibitive for large les, and
in addition it has a fairly large onstant fa tor be ause it is a pointer-ri h data stru ture. The
suÆx-tree approa h also tends not to be as fast as an alternative implementation based on hashing
te hniques [15℄.
The ommon alternative to suÆx-trees is to use a hash fun tion (or ngerprint ) to identify potential string mat hes. Based on the Rabin-Karp string mat hing algorithm [10℄, whi h uses an
in remental string hashing fun tion, these te hniques generally ompute a hash table of ngerprints (the ngerprint table ) for substrings in the sour e version and then use a sliding window to
in rementally ompute the ngerprint value at every o set in the target version1. As the greedy
algorithm progresses, it sear hes for ea h target ngerprint in the ngerprint table and uses the
result to nd the longest mat h.
There are several approximations to the optimal algorithm that must be made with this approa h.
First, the ngerprint fun tion has an asso iated width, denoted s, that determines the minimum
length of any mat h that an be lo ated, and thus the minimum length of any opy instru tion.
This is a sensible modi ation in any ase, sin e short opy instru tions are likely to ost more than
their equivalent insert instru tions. The se ond departure is made in dealing with hash ollisions
in the ngerprint table. There are three auses for of a hash ollision; one may o ur when (1) the
ngerprint fun tion ollides, (2) the hash fun tion used in the ngerprint table ollides, and (3)
the sour e version ontains identi al substrings. The most prevalent of these onditions is the last
(e.g., when a le is zero-padded to preserve page alignment). If ea h of the identi al substrings is
pla ed in the ngerprint table (using hash haining) then the sear h to identify a longest mat h
will, in the worse ase, take linear time, produ ing a total time omplexity of O(MN ) [5℄, an
undesirable result. A solution to the ollision problem presented by Burns is to use a next mat h
poli y, where the rst mat h that appears after the last en oded mat h is taken [5℄. This strategy
depends on the assumption that mat hes are ordered within the sour e version, whi h holds for
insertions and deletions, but not for blo k moves.
Aside from dealing with hash ollisions, improvements to the basi greedy algorithm are generally
on erned with running in onstant spa e so that they an operate on large les. The most basi
form of this, used by bdi , is to divide ea h version into blo ks along xed boundaries and run a
linear-spa e algorithm on ea h orresponding pair of blo ks. More advan ed algorithms attempt
to syn hronize a pair of xed-size windows as they pass through ea h version. Burns presents two
1 There are two hash fun tions present, an in remental one for omputing ngerprints and an ordinary one for
hashing ngerprint values into bu kets of the ngerprint table.

interesting te hniques that work along these lines [5℄.
Text ompression and delta ompression are omplementary te hniques; a system would likely postompress deltas using a traditional text ompression algorithm (RCS does not). Vo's Vdelta is a
onstant-spa e, linear-time algorithm that ombines traditional text ompression te hniques with
delta ompression [25℄. Separating text ompression from delta ompression bene ts in redu ed
omplexity sin e it is possible to use o -the-shelf text ompression tools, and the XDFS sour e
bu er te hnique also relies on the use of a plaintext pat h le. For these reasons the Xdelta system
does not dire tly in orporate text ompression into its algorithms.
To summarize, there are several di erent types of opy/insert algorithm available. The greedy
algorithm is optimal and parametrized by a string mat hing fun tion and its orresponding data
stru ture; algorithms are available that are onstant-spa e, quadrati -time or linear-spa e, lineartime. A lass of approximations to the linear-spa e, linear-time greedy algorithm uses hashing
te hniques for eÆ ien y, although these alone do not improve algorithmi omplexity. Another
lass of approximations uses less omplete mat hing information, a hieving onstant-spa e and
linear-time.
3.1

The Xdelta Algorithm

The Xdelta algorithm is an approximation of the greedy algorithm based on the hashing te hniques
already des ribed. It is a linear-time, linear-spa e algorithm, and was designed to be as fast as
possible at the ost of sub-optimal ompression. It uses the same ngerprint fun tion as used by
gzip, adler32 [13℄, with a width of s = 16 bytes. Pseudo- ode for the basi Xdelta algorithm is
given in Figure 3. The omputeDelta fun tion implements the basi greedy algorithm, making a
alls to initMat h to build a string mat hing data stru ture for the sour e version, findMat h
to nd the longest mat h at a parti ular o set in the target version, and outputInst when it
generates an instru tion.
A key feature of the algorithm is the manner in whi h it deals with hash ollisions. The Xdelta
initMat h fun tion builds a hash table mapping ngerprint values to their o sets for blo ks of
size s in the sour e version. There is only one entry per bu ket in the ngerprint table, and a hash
ollision always lobbers the existing entry. After populating the ngerprint table, it pro esses the
target version in pages, xed-size blo ks with size determined by the underlying I/O subsystem.
The findMat h fun tion sear hes for a mat hing ngerprint in the hash table and then uses dire t
string omparison to he k whether a mat h exists, also extending the mat h as far as possible.
Many details are omitted in the pseudo- ode. For example, the dire t string omparison a tually
extends the mat h as far as possible in both dire tions, with the ex eption that it will not ba k-up
past a page boundary (to support stream-pro essing). Fingerprints are inserted into the ngerprint
table in the reverse order that they appear in the sour e version, giving preferen e to earlier
(potentially longer) mat hes.
The de ision to use a linear-spa e algorithm is justi ed as follows. First, the onstant is quite
small sin e the algorithm uses no pointers and only one 32-bit word of storage per entry in the
ngerprint table. The ngerprint table is onstru ted with a number of bu kets b equal to a prime
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Figure 3: Pseudo- ode for the Xdelta algorithm. The omputeDelta fun tion implements the basi
greedy opy/insert algorithm, a epting a sour e and target version as inputs. The initMat h and
findMat h fun tions perform string mat hing using a hash table of ngerprint values for sour e
blo ks of length s, the ngerprint width.

number su h that b < b  2b . At four bytes per bu ket, the spa e used for string mat hing
in Xdelta is bounded by 2 bytes. This means that the algorithm should be able to handle any
les that have been modi ed in a text editor, sin e an editor requires more spa e. Most les t
into main memory, and it did not seem worthwhile to sa ri e ompression performan e on the
vast majority of les without data to hara terize the large ones. Aside from that, many large les
fall into ategories that do not delta ompress well in the rst pla e, su h as:
N
s

N

N

s

 Files with a ompressed en oding. The use of text or lossy ompression te hniques within a

le often prevent it from a hieving good delta ompression, sin e small hanges in un ompressed ontent an ause dramati hanges in the ompressed ontent.
 Image data, whi h is two dimensional. The delta ompression algorithms presented here only
apply well to one-dimensional data. Motion-video en odings provide a lossy form of delta
ompression for use on images and are more appropriate.
 Database les. A database system will usually use a log for re overy purposes, and the log
ontains a list of hanges so the need to ompute deltas on these les an be avoided using
appli ation-spe i te hniques.

Xdelta supports delta ompression using multiple sour e inputs, a feature that supports the XDFS
sour e bu er te hnique. Whereas the delta ompression algorithms dis ussed up until this point
operate on a pair of versions, Xdelta a epts up to s 1 sour e inputs in addition to the target
version.
Xdelta uses a split en oding that separates the sequen e of instru tions (the ontrol ) from the
data output by insert instru tions (the pat h ). There are several algorithms that operate only
on ontrol data, so the en oding is split to avoid reading unne essary pat h data during these
omputations. The ontrol ontains a header listing all of the les referen ed by opy instru tions
within, so alled opy sour es. A opy instru tion simply refers to a opy sour e by providing an
index into the table. To avoid spe ial ases, the pat h is treated as an ordinary le; in fa t there
is no no insert instru tion|all instru tions are opies.
4

Delta-Compressed Transport

The most important appli ation of delta ompression today is for the eÆ ient use of network
bandwidth. It is often possible to signi antly redu e the transmitted size of a le by sending
a delta relative to a previous version instead. The potential bene t for HTTP transport has
already been established [34℄, and the bene ts are inherent to systems that also bene t from delta
ompressed storage. Despite this potential, designing a distributed system to bene t from deltaompressed transport is naturally more diÆ ult than the task of delta ompression alone. There
may be a number of di erent end omponents parti ipating in su h a system| lients, servers, and
intermediate proxies|ea h with a unique set of requirements to be met with limited operating
resour es. The system may be de entralized; that is, it may (purposely) la k global oordination
over its names, identi ers, and poli ies. System design may be also in uen ed by the expe ted

workload, su h as the upload{download ratio, version update frequen ies, or number of times a
parti ular version is requested.
For delta ompression to be e e tive, the parti ipants must store some number of previous versions.
Ea h must lo ally de ide whi h, and how many versions to store, although some appli ations will
retain all versions for other uses. In the ontext of delta- ompressed transport, the referen e
version denotes the sour e version used in omputing a delta for transport|it is ommon to both
the sender and the re ipient. Sele tion and management of referen e versions are riti al to an
e e tive delta- ompressed transport proto ol.
To a ommodate delta- ompressed transport, a proto ol must provide means for asso iating and
uniquely identifying versions. A family identi er asso iates related versions together as a family,
indi ating a potential for e e tive delta ompression, and a version identi er uniquely labels
versions within a family. The family identi er is simply assigned when its rst version is reated
and must be globally unique. To provide de entralization, the assignment of version identi ers
should be autonomous; there are at least two ways to go about this. The version identi er may
onsist of a globally unique sour e identi er (e.g., a DNS host name) followed by a lo ally unique
version label (e.g., a name or sequen e number). The version identi er may instead onsist of a
ontent-spe i identi er (e.g., a message digest). The use of a ontent-spe i version identi er,
although probabilisti , guarantees that all parti ipants assign a unique mapping.
4.1

Related Work

There have been several attempts to in lude delta ompression in the HTTP/1.1 proto ol, inluding the HTTP Distribution and Repli ation Proto ol [53℄ and more re ently an IETF draft
overing proto ol modi ations to support delta en oding [32℄. The spe i ation refers to the family identi er as a uniqueness s ope, uses the existing HTTP entity tag for version identi ation,
and refers to the referen e version as a base instan e.
The uniqueness s ope is not de ned as a single Uniform Resour e Identi er (URI), instead it
allows for one uniqueness s ope to ontain a set of URIs. This is known as \ lustering", and it is
parti ularly useful for in luding the results of a dynami query in the same family. In a typi al
s enario, the luster would be de ned as the URI pre x up to the rst `?', whi h ommonly signi es
the beginning of an argument string. There is also a me hanism for spe ifying that a do ument is
related to a parti ular template, a sort of expli it lustering me hanism.
The IETF draft, being only a proto ol spe i ation, does not dis uss implementation issues su h
as proxy on guration and version storage. Referen e version sele tion is assisted with a a heontrol hint allowing a server to indi ate whi h versions should be retained by the lient and for
how long. The spe i ation also suggest the use of instan e digests for integrity he king [33℄ and
VCDIFF, a proposed ommuni ation format based on Vdelta, for delta en oding [27℄.
A system by Chan and Woo [8℄ uses two te hniques to optimize web transfer. It has no on eptual
family identi er; instead it uses a sele tion algorithm for hoosing obje ts from a a he that
are likely to be similar based on a measure of path stru ture similarity. This is based on the
observation that web sites often use a onsistent design style for nearby pages, whi h produ es

similar formatting stru ture. The sele tion algorithm is used to hoose some number of similar
obje ts for use as referen e versions in omputing a delta. Mu h like the XDFS sour e bu er
te hnique, it uses multiple inputs for delta ompression.
Rsyn [52℄ takes a unique approa h to delta ompression. It allows a lient to request hanges
to a le from the server without requiring the server to maintain any old versions. Instead it
dynami ally omputes the hanges in a two-phase intera tive proto ol. First, the lient divides its
version up into a number of evenly sized blo ks (with default size 700 bytes) and sends a pair of
he ksums for ea h blo k to the server, one an adler32 he ksum and the other an MD5 he ksum.
The server then does an in remental s an of its version looking for mat hing adler32 he ksum
values and, when it nds a mat h, it veri es that the MD5 he ksums also mat h. On e the server
has identi ed whi h blo ks of its version the lient already has, it sends any missing portions along
with instru tions for re onstru ting the new version. The Xdelta algorithm is based on the original
Rsyn algorithm.
An Rsyn HTTP proxy alled rproxy has re ently been developed [51℄. Using the Rsyn algorithm
to ex hange delta ompressed ontent frees both the lient and the server from managing referen e
versions, thus simplifying proxy- a he maintenan e. The lient maintains a opy of its most
re ent response and the server simply uses the urrent version. Rproxy implements lustering, as
des ribed above, making this solution is espe ially appealing for dynami web ontent distribution.
CVSup [38℄ is a distribution and repli ation system designed expressly for CVS, but in general it is
useful for syn hronizing sets of RCS les a ross the network. Its primary user base is the FreeBSD
proje t, and thus it is most ommonly used with the FreeBSD data set used for the following
experiments. CVSup operates by omparing two instan es of an RCS le, a master opy and a
repli a, and it brings the repli a up to date by sending only the missing deltas. Needless to say,
this is an extremely e e tive te hnique, but it is not ompletely general be ause it relies on the
fa t that RCS and onsequently CVS are inherently entralized. This is another onsequen e of
the RCS version labeling s heme|they are treated as global names and thus require entralized
ontrol.
Another appli ation of delta- ompressed transport is for in remental ba kup systems. Whereas
HTTP, Rsyn , and CVSup were mostly designed to support delta- ompressed lient downloads, a
distributed ba kup system experien es the opposite load| lients send deltas rather than re eive
them. Instead of sending a whole opy of a new version for ba kup, the lient an send a (forward)
delta allowing the server to re onstru t its urrent version. Burns and Long developed their
version jumping te hnique with exa tly this s enario in mind [6℄, be ause forward deltas an be
immediately stored without the need for server pro essing, whereas storing reverse deltas requires
the server to read the old version rst to ompute a new delta.
Perhaps the most ommon (though unreliable) form of delta- ompressed transport is the use of
diff and pat h. This te hnique is subje t to a number of ommon problems, in luding damaged
pat hes, loss of timestamp information (often to the onfusion of make), version naming issues, and
pat h reversal, to name a few, but it does have one advantage not supported by any of the above
te hniques, whi h is that it supports the \fuzzy" appli ation of pat hes. Fuzzy pat hing allows
a delta to be applied even when the sour e version has been modi ed, but it an only be done
using a spe ial form of insert/delete delta that in ludes additional ontext information known as
a ontext di , and it is still error-prone.

4.2

XDFS Delta Transport

Although XDFS is primarily on erned with delta- ompressed storage, it in ludes one essential
feature for implementing delta- ompressed transport. XDFS has the ability to extra t deltas
dire tly from storage, like CVSup, but in addition it an extra t a delta between an arbitrary
pair of versions|CVSup an only extra t the RCS-en oded set of deltas. This extra t feature
automati ally ombines and inverts deltas as ne essary to ompute a delta between the requested
sour e and target versions. The operation has the same time omplexity as version retrieval, and
neither version is ever literally re onstru ted.
By supporting delta extra tion between arbitrary versions, XDFS is apable of supporting deltaompressed transport for de entralized systems. A version- ontrol system ould use XDFS to
repli ate remote repository ontent and store lo al versions|simultaneously|and still bene t
from delta- ompressed storage and transport. This is in ontrast to a system like CVS, whi h only
allows the user to deposit versions in a entral, shared repository.
There is one subtle extension to the storage system needed to prevent delta hains from being
broken. When a luster an no longer a ept new versions, a new one is begun with the insertion
of a new literal version. No deltas are ne essary in this ase, but without one there is no delta hain
to onne t the two adja ent versions, preventing the extra tion algorithm from operating a ross
luster boundaries. To remedy this, a spe ial delta is inserted between the nal literal version of
the old luster and the rst version of the new luster. This delta in ludes only the ontrol portion
of the delta and no pat h; instead it opies what would have been pat h ontent dire tly from the
literal opy of itself. This insures that there is a delta hain onne ting all versions in the ar hive,
regardless of the luster they reside in.
A prototype system named xProxy has been implemented that uses XDFS to implement deltaompressed HTTP transport [12℄. Experien e with this system on rms that the extra tion interfa e is suÆ ient for supporting delta- ompressed transport. Delta- ompression is handled transparently, allowing a system implementor to fo us dire tly on proto ol design issues.
5

XDFS | An Appli ation-Level File System

This se tion des ribes the XDFS implementation, its interfa e, and the rationale behind it. It overs how transa tions are used to improve le system performan e, how the use of transa tions also
bene ts in extensibility, and how a separate interfa e is used for naming versions without intera tion with the delta- ompression module. I have implemented this using a portable, appli ation-level
le system layer.
At a high level, the le system interfa e onsists of methods for a essing generi , persistent
state. The two fundamental abstra tions of a le system interfa e are les (byte arrays) and
dire tories (name spa es). The XDFS le system layer presents a olle tion of nodes, ea h of
whi h has a unique node identi er (the Unix operating system uses the term inode to des ribe le
system nodes). Nodes ontain a mapping from strings to minor nodes of several types, in luding:

immutable byte arrays, alled le segments ; node identi ers, alled referen e links ; and dire tories,
whi h ontain a mapping from strings to node identi ers, the entries of whi h are alled dire tory
links. Ea h node de nes a default ontents|the mapping of the empty string. A node may be
thought of as a le or dire tory in an ordinary le system. Its map stru ture allows one to asso iate
arbitrary metadata (se ondary attributes) with ea h le or dire tory.
The traditional e e t of writing into a le is a omplished by repla ing the value of a minor node
(when that value is a byte array) with a omplete new ontents, as an atomi operation. Writing
a le is not atomi in the traditional le system, instead the rename operation allows the ontents
of a dire tory link to be atomi ally modi ed. This auses problems, however, be ause it prevents
multiple dire tory links (the Unix operating system uses the term hard links ) from referring to
the same le before and after an atomi operation. The use of an atomi repla ement operation
makes multiple dire tory links safe for use.
Sin e it is possible to safely use multiple dire tory links, the XDFS dire tory interfa e doubles
as an interfa e for se ondary indexing; this would not be possible without an atomi repla ement
operation. To make this eÆ ient, a dire tory an be sele ted from three available types: a (1)
B+tree that supports ordered retrieval and range-sear h, a (2) hash table supporting equality
sear h, and a (3) sequen e dire tory that stores a re ord-numbered sequen e of entries. B+tree
and hash table dire tories an also be on gured to allow dupli ate entries. Traditionally, le
systems use a string representation for path names, ausing hara ter set limitations; paths in
XDFS are instead a hierar hy of (8-bit lean) keys without any pra ti al restri tions.
XDFS has transa tion support, providing atomi ity for omplex sequen es of operations. This
allows several dire tory updates or le repla ements to be onsidered part of the same logi al
operation, making it possible to store onsistent on-disk stru tures using XDFS. Be ause of transa tions, the delta ompression module an insert a version by making several related updates,
whereas RCS is for ed to rewrite its entire ar hive and then rename it, ausing more disk a tivity
than ne essary. Transa tions an improve appli ation performan e in this manner, by enabling
more eÆ ient appli ation behavior.
Transa tions also enable extensibility. For example, a le system sta king interfa e (as des ribed
by Heidemann and Popek [24℄) supports interposition of various modular servi es for extending
and evolving the fun tionality of a le system. As Rosenthal argued, however, la k of transa tion
support is a major obsta le to le system sta king interfa es be ause without them it is diÆ ult
to support independent failure re overy among omposed modules [41℄.
I have implemented a sta king interfa e for XDFS using a fourth type of minor node alled a view.
A view represents a le segment for whi h ontents an be re onstru ted on the y. The sta king
interfa e is transparent with respe t to reads|views are read in the same manner as ordinary
le segments|but not with respe t to writes. Instead, a view is reated with a spe ial all that
supplies its length and a allba k used to re onstru t the view; write-transparen y is regarded as
future work (e.g., to implement transparent text ompression). To assist in re onstru tion, the
implementation of a view may use the information stored in related minor nodes and (through
referen e links) other nodes as well. To allow modules to be omposed in the le system, the node
mapping in ludes a sta k identi er, simply an integer that allows the use of separate name spa es
by di erent modules.

To summarize, a minor node is referen ed by the 3-tuple:
minor node referen e:

[ node identi er, sta k identi er, name ℄

The node identi er eld refers to the ontaining node, the sta k identi er eld supports omposing
modules, and the name eld allows for se ondary attributes. Supporting atomi repla ement
instead of rename, the XDFS dire tory interfa e also supports se ondary indexing. Transa tions
an improve performan e by improving appli ation behavior, and they enable extensibility by
allowing for independent failure re overy.
5.1

Implementation

XDFS is implemented on top of the Berkeley Database (Berkeley DB) [37℄, whi h provides (nested)
transa tion support and a number of other useful features. XDFS uses Berkeley DB to store its
nodes, dire tories, and small le segments, and it uses the underlying le system for bulk data
storage. Similar to a journaling le system, XDFS bene ts from database logging te hniques by
the ability to exploit sequential write performan e for small operations, retaining the bulk transfer
eÆ ien y of the underlying le system for large le segments.
XDFS does not have any expli it ontrol over the pla ement of data or metadata blo ks in the
underlying le system, whi h ould limit performan e in some appli ations. The best solution
to this problem is for the operating system to expose a better interfa e that gives appli ationlevel le systems more expli it ontrol [26℄; still, there are several pla ement poli ies that XDFS
implements in the interest of improved performan e. XDFS stores minor nodes in a B+tree keyed
by their minor node referen e, maintaining lo ality between entries related by a ommon node.
Small le segments, de ned to be those smaller than a threshold ( urrently 2048 bytes), are stored
in a separate B+tree using the same key as their minor node, maintaining lo ality between related
short le segments. Large le segments and XDFS dire tories are stored as ordinary les in the
underlying le system, split into subdire tories so that no single dire tory grows to ontain too
many les.
Figure 4 illustrates an XDFS-r ar hive ontaining three versions, represented in XDFS by a lo ation
node. The lo ation node has several minor nodes: a referen e link to the literal version of the
urrent luster (default), a le re ording internal ounters and statisti s (\state"), and a referen e
link to a sequen e dire tory whi h refers to the sequen e of versions (\sequen e"). Literal versions
are represented as ordinary XDFS le segments, and delta- ompressed versions are represented
using views. A node ontaining an XDFS view also in ludes, as se ondary attributes, the delta
ontrol and referen e links to ea h opy sour e. In a typi al s enario there are two opy sour es:
the pat h sour e, whi h is generated during delta ompression, and the primary sour e, the version
from whi h the delta was omputed.
XDFS uses a sequen e dire tory (represented by a Berkeley DB Queue, with minimum size 8 KB)
to index versions by insertion number. The sour e bu er te hnique uses an additional sequen e
dire tory to store links to re ent pat h le segments (although it is never fully utilized, due to the
sour e bu er's small size). These dire tories are responsible for a great deal of storage overhead,
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Figure 4: The representation of an XDFS-r ar hive with one luster and three versions using XDFS
data stru tures. Version 1, for example, has four minor nodes: the default XDFS re onstru tion
view, the delta ontrol, an referen e link to the pat h le ( opy 0), and an referen e link to version
2, the primary opy sour e ( opy 1).
espe ially when there are only a few versions in the ar hive. They also require signi ant extra
disk syn hronization to reate, slowing the initial XDFS insertion operation. Berkeley DB makes
ve alls to fsyn to reate a sequen e dire tory (three to the log, two to the le itself).
XDFS alls fsyn to syn hronize any les that have been reated in the underlying le system prior
to transa tion ommit. XDFS-f an potentially ause fewer alls to fsyn than XDFS-r be ause
XDFS-f usually only writes a new delta into the system, whereas XDFS-r repla es a literal version
and writes a new delta with ea h insertion. Sin e deltas are frequently smaller than the small le
threshold, less so than literal les, so XDFS-f has a tenden y to make fewer alls to fsyn .
It is often useful to ompute the message digest of a version in onjun tion with delta ompression
for later use in addressing versions. XDFS has an option to automati ally ompute either the
MD5 or SHA-1 message digest of every version|this information is maintained in a se ondary
index. XDFS assumes that these fun tions are ollision free, and using this assumption it an
avoid dupli ate insertions. This is provided both for onvenien e and eÆ ien y|not providing
this feature for es an appli ation to make an extra pass through the version prior to insertion.

5.2

Related Work

Stonebraker was the rst to point out that the traditional le system interfa e should do more
to assist in the eÆ ient implementation of a database system [45℄. The DBMS an generally
provide higher level information about disk pla ement and bu er repla ement poli ies than an
be expressed through the le system interfa e. He states that operating system designers should
provide database fa ilities as lower-level obje ts and les as higher-level ones. Along these lines, the
Inversion File System [36℄ is built on top of the POSTGRES [46℄ extensible database system. The
POSTGRES system provides it a number of desirable features, in luding transa tions, on urren y,
no-overwrite storage with time-travel, fast rash re overy, and query support for le system data
and metadata.
The use of transa tions in and over the le system has a long history of study. Standard transa tion
pro essing te hniques [35℄ have in uen ed the designs of both log-stru tured [40℄ and journaling le
systems [9, 47℄, but only a few of these servi es export a transa tional interfa e [36, 23℄. It is more
ommon to use transa tional te hniques as an implementation devi e providing either eÆ ien y
or onsisten y in a distributed le system [23℄ or to improve small-write performan e [43℄. Seltzer
studied issues involved in transa tion pro essing with FFS [30℄ and a log-stru tured le system
[44℄.
Transa tions are riti al to operating-system extensibility, sin e they allow independent failure
re overy. Atomi re overy units [20℄ were studied as a te hnique for separating le management
and disk management using a logi al disk abstra tion [11℄. The MIT Exokernel provides low-level
operating system support for appli ation-level le systems [26℄. It has been used to improve upon
small- le performan e by embedding inodes in their ontaining dire tory, thus eliminating a level
of physi al indire tion, and using expli it grouping to pla e small les from the same dire tory
on adja ent disk pages [16℄. Extensible transa tion support has also been studied in the database
ommunity [21, 46, 37, 4℄.
The rst system to use extended, ontent-based attributes for indexing the le system was the
Semanti File System (SFS) [18℄. SFS allows onjun tive attribute{value queries to be made using
virtual dire tories that store live query results; it emphasizes onsisten y and supports query result
a hing. Spe ial transdu er programs an be registered to automati ally extra t le attributes.
SFS and other systems that support attribute-based le naming [19, 42, 17℄ all attempt to export
a query interfa e through to the user level. These interfa es must ooperate with the existing
semanti s, and are idiosyn rati in their use of names to return query results. XDFS instead
provides more primitive me hanisms for use in indexing and attributing les.
The Be le system (BFS) [17℄ provides the ability to store multiple, arbitrary length, named
and typed attributes along with a le. Spa e is reserved in the inode to dire tly store short
attributes, and longer attributes are indire tly stored in an attribute dire tory. BFS supports
automati indexing on se ondary attributes, an expressive query language, and the ability to
reate live queries. BFS has an unusual feature for returning query results to the appli ation; ea h
inode in ludes a referen e to its ontaining dire tory and the name of its entry in that ontainer,
allowing BFS to re onstru t the full path name of a le from its inode. Multiple hard links are
not supported, as a onsequen e.

6

Experimental Results

The primary data set used in this study is taken from a large olle tion of RCS les belonging to
the FreeBSD Proje t's CVS repository, spe i ally, the CVS repository snapshot in luded with the
June 1999 release of FreeBSD 3.2, USENIX Edition [48℄, in luding its sour e tree, ports olle tion,
do umentation, and CVSROOT dire tory. Table 1 provides statisti s des ribing the RCS les in
the FreeBSD CVS data set. The omplete data set is listed as FreeBSD-full, whereas the set listed
as FreeBSD-min10 in ludes only those les with at least 10 versions2. The mean (x) and standard
deviation of the mean ( ) are listed for a number of per- le statisti s.
Better delta ompression is a hieved when more versions are available to ompress, as shown in
Figure 2. Figure 5 shows the distribution of versions for the FreeBSD CVS data set. The vast
majority of les ontain just a few versions|70 per ent of les have four versions or fewer. The le
with the greatest number of versions is the kernel on guration le sys/i386/ onf/LINT, whi h
has 712 versions.
Version size also a e ts the overall performan e of a delta ompression s heme, due to storage
overhead osts. Figure 6 shows the distribution of version sizes for the head version of ea h le,
whi h is approximately the distribution of le sizes in FreeBSD 3.2. Version sizes have a familiar
le system distribution|most versions are small, although most of the volume belongs to large
versions [2, 54℄. The largest version in the data set is the word list sr /share/di t/web2, at
2,486,905 bytes.
x

6.1

Delta Compression

I ran experiments omparing the Xdelta algorithm against GNU diff [22℄ using the FreeBSDfull data set. In the rst experiment, the sour e and target versions used for delta omputation
are de ned by deltas in the input data set, thus measuring the e e t of RCS an estry. The
se ond experiment ignores an estry and uses sour e and target versions de ned by insertion order,
thus measuring the e e t of interleaving bran hes in a single reverse delta hain. As an external
program, diff in urs the ost of vfork and exe . Due to this, the time to exe ute an empty
external program is in luded in the measurements.
The test ma hine has dual 450 MHz Intel Pentium II Xeon pro essors running Red Hat Linux
6.1 (kernel 2.2.12). Ea h testing method is exe uted four times on ea h pair of versions, and the
total ompression time is reported as the sum of the mean exe ution time for ea h. The standard
deviation of the mean in the reported total is less than 1 per ent for ea h measurement. Table 2
gives the results of these measurements.
Deltas arranged a ording to the original RCS an estry are 9{12 per ent larger than those arranged
by insertion order. This shows that, at least for the FreeBSD-full data set, that the use of a single
lineage is not signi antly harmed by diverging bran hes. Instead, it shows that versions are more
likely to be related to versions reated nearby in time than to their immediate an estor|that the

2 Thirty-three les were skipped be ause omments in luded in the output of the RCS rlog ommand in luded
the output of other rlog ommands, making them diÆ ult to analyze.

Data Set
Total Files
Total Versions
Total Head Version Size (bytes)
Total Un ompressed Size (bytes)
Versions/File
Bran hes/File
Forward Deltas/File
Reverse Deltas/File
Head Version Size (bytes)
Un ompressed File Size (bytes)

FreeBSD-full
52,570
293,907
384,144,235
3,448,857,689
x = 5:59
x = 0:70
x = 1:55
x = 3:04
x = 7; 307
x = 65; 605

x = 12:42
x = 0:78
x = 3:66
x = 9:94
x = 29; 002
x = 659; 144

FreeBSD-min10
5,614
135,578
77,463,039
2,342,852,038
x = 24:15
x = 1:82
x = 5:05
x = 18:10
x = 13; 798
x = 417; 323

x = 32:09
x = 1:07
x = 10:27
x = 25:50
x = 55; 086
x = 1; 966; 048

Table 1: RCS statisti s for the FreeBSD CVS data sets. There are nearly 300,000 versions in the
FreeBSD-full data set, whi h o upy 3.4 gigabytes of un ompressed spa e. The FreeBSD-min10
data set a ounts for 11 per ent of the les, 46 per ent of the versions, and 68 per ent of the
volume of un ompressed data. The mean (x) and standard deviation of the mean ( ) are listed
for a number of per- le statisti s.
x

Method
Di
Di
Xdelta
Xdelta
Vfork/Exe

Delta Arrangement
RCS an estry
Insertion order
RCS an estry
Insertion order

Time (se .)
769
757
251
246
407

Delta Size
x = 544
x = 498
x = 363
x = 326

(bytes)
x = 6734
x = 6087
x = 4454
x = 3979

Total Size
131 MB
120 MB
88 MB
79 MB

Table 2: Delta ompression performan e, measured on the FreeBSD-full data set. Deltas are either
arranged using the original RCS an estry or ordered by insertion sequen e. The vfork/exe entry
measures only the time to vfork and exe an empty program, and shows that diff spends more
time in startup than it spends omputing deltas. The RCS an estry produ es deltas that are 9{12
per ent larger than those of the simpler insertion sequen e.

same hanges appear on di erent bran hes. Clearly the RCS an estry information does not always
make a good ompression hint.
Xdelta outperforms diff at ompression by 33{35 per ent, and is also faster. The majority of
the di eren e in ompression time, however, omes from the overhead of alling vfork and exe
to exe ute diff. This overhead is not inherent to diff, although it is an artifa t of the ommon
implementation used by RCS and it is not easily avoided. Subtra ting the overhead ost of vfork
and exe from the exe ution times for diff, Xdelta is approximately 30 per ent faster. In luding
that ost, Xdelta is faster by 67 per ent.
Figure 7 shows the distribution of delta sizes for Xdelta with deltas arranged by insertion order.
The size reported for ea h delta is the sum of both the ontrol and pat h data sizes. Pat h data
a ounts for an average 80 per ent of the delta by size. The data indi ates that most deltas are
small, with 73 per ent being smaller than 100 bytes and 95 per ent being smaller than 1 KB.
The largest delta, at 1,436,782 bytes, belongs to the le do /en/handbook/handbook.sgml and
o urred when the entire le was split into se tions and repla ed instead by a table of ontents
(deletion between the versions of a reverse delta auses insertion in the delta).
Figure 8 shows the distribution of for Xdelta with deltas ordered by insertion order. The graph
indi ates, for example, that 50 per ent of deltas have less than 0.02 and that 80 per ent of deltas
have less than 0.12.
6.2

Delta-Compressed Storage

XDFS and RCS are ompared in terms of: ideal ompression, whi h measures data stored by the
delta- ompression algorithm itself; a tual ompression, whi h in ludes le system storage overhead;
insertion time; and retrieval time. Both data sets are measured; FreeBSD-min10 is interesting
be ause it features mu h less overhead than FreeBSD-full, due to its high number of versions per
le, and be ause it emphasizes the asymptoti degradation of RCS insertion performan e.
RCS is tested in two on gurations: one that preserves the original an estry tree, denoted RCS-t,
and one that disregards it in favor of single lineage using insertion order, denoted RCS-l. As
a basis for omparison, two un ompressed storage methods are also tested: XDFS-none, whi h
measures XDFS le system overhead alone, and FS-none, whi h measures the performan e of the
underlying le system. XDFS-f is tested in its only on guration. XDFS-r is tested with the
maximum versions per luster (MVC) set to 5, 10, 20, and 40 (default) and with a sour e bu er
enabled.
The experiment onsists of two passes over the set of input les, rst storing every version, followed
by retrieving every version. The number of les stored in the underlying le system by ea h method
has an e e t on performan e, espe ially storage overhead. All of the methods use a dire tory tree
in the underlying le system for storage: the RCS and FS-none methods dupli ate the original
RCS dire tory stru ture, and XDFS uses an automati ally-allo ated dire tory stru ture. All of
the methods ex ept for RCS store more than a one le or dire tory per input le. FS-none uses
one dire tory per le, inside whi h it stores one le per version. The XDFS methods use at least
one sequen e dire tory, and two when on gured with a sour e bu er.
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Figure 5: The umulative distribution of version ount for les in the FreeBSD-full data set. The
left graph is weighed by the number of les, and the right graph is weighed by the number of
versions. For example, the left graph indi ates that only 10 per ent of les have more than 10
versions, and the right graph indi ates that 45 per ent of versions belong to that group of les.
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Figure 6: The umulative distribution of version size for the head version of ea h le in the
FreeBSD-full data set. The left graph is weighed by the number of versions, and the right graph
is weighed by the size of ea h version. For example, the left graph indi ates that 15 per ent of the
head versions are larger than 10 KB, and the right graph indi ates that 75 per ent of the volume
belongs to that group of versions.
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Figure 8: The umulative distribution of delta ompression for Xdelta with deltas arranged by
insertion order. The graph indi ates that 50 per ent of deltas have less than 0.02 and that 80
per ent of deltas have less than 0.12. Due to overhead in the Xdelta en oding, 2.5 per ent of
deltas are a tually larger than their target version and are not displayed on this graph.

The experiments were run on the same ma hine des ribed above (x6.1) using the standard Linux
ext2 le system. Three separate Ultra2 SCSI (LVD) disks were used with an Adapte AIC-7890
disk ontroller: one to ontain the input data set and host operating system (an IBM Ultrastar 9ES,
model DDRS-34560D), one for the onstru ted ar hives (a Seagate Cheetah, model ST39103LW),
and one used only by Berkeley DB for log les (another ST39103LW). The separate log disk, made
possible by the Berkeley DB system ar hite ture, is used to optimize for sequential write performan e. All methods use fsyn to syn hronize the disk after writing a new le into the underlying
le system (RCS was modi ed to do so), and Berkeley DB uses fsyn on its log at transa tion
ommit. RCS measurements in lude the ost of vfork and exe , and RCS uses an additional
ommand prior to the initial insertion to establish non-stri t lo king (r s -i -U). The XDFS
methods use one transa tion per insertion. Measurements do not a ount for spa e onsumed by
the Berkeley DB log or shared memory regions, sin e these support qualities unavailable in RCS
su h as re overy and on urren y. Berkeley DB was on gured with a 64 KB log bu er, a 1 MB
page a he, and its lo k manager fully enabled.
Figure 9 shows insertion time for the FreeBSD-min10 data set as a fun tion of insertion number,
normalized by the FS-none method. The graph plots the average normalized insertion time for the
n insertion taken over all les with at least n versions. Results are shown up to 400 insertions, at
whi h point only six les have enough versions. As expe ted, the insertion time of RCS in reases
steadily as a fun tion of insertion number due to the ost of rewriting its entire ar hive at ea h
insertion. The XDFS methods are signi antly slower at initial insertion than RCS: the RCS
methods are 5.6 times slower than FS-none, whereas the XDFS methods are 16.5{20 times slower
than FS-none. XDFS is slower at initial insertion, in part, due to extra disk syn hronization needed
to reate a Berkeley DB database le. Due to an in rease in average version size, insertion time
for the XDFS methods drops slightly as a fun tion of insertion number: the average 1 version
size is 6.6 KB whereas the average 400 version is 53 KB.
Complete timing results for both data sets are shown in Table 3. Due to the time taken to olle t a
single set of results, I was only able to olle t two omplete runs, and not all the XDFS methods are
tested with the FreeBSD-full data set sin e they do not reveal mu h extra information. The mean,
un ertainty, and fa tor relative to FS-none are reported for ea h timing measurement. Retrieval
times are given, but are not as important as insertion times be ause versions an be a hed on e
they have been retrieved.
Complete ompression and storage overhead results are shown in Table 4. The ideal storage
performan e of the algorithms is given in absolute terms and in terms of ompression. A tual
storage is measured as the number of disk blo ks utilized in the underlying le system, and is
expressed in both absolute terms and relative to ideal storage, the overhead storage fa tor. A tual
ompression is given as the produ t of ideal ompression and overhead storage.
With the FreeBSD-min10 data set, whi h has low overhead, XDFS-f and XDFS-r signi antly
outperform RCS at insertion, by up to 40 per ent. With the FreeBSD-full data set, whi h has
high overhead, RCS outperforms XDFS by varying degrees: XDFS-f by 3 per ent and XDFS-r by
12 per ent. The di eren e in performan e between XDFS-f and XDFS-r is a result of XDFS-f's
tenden y to make fewer alls to fsyn .
Varying the maximum versions per luster parameter of XDFS-r has the desired e e t; a higher
value of MVC a hieves better ompression with worse retrieval time. The default setting of 40
th

st

th

versions produ es ideal ompression that is similar to the RCS methods. As expe ted, XDFS-r
ideal ompression is better than XDFS-f: by 60 per ent with FreeBSD-min10 and 35 per ent with
FreeBSD-full.
Storage overhead is a serious on ern for the XDFS and FS-none methods. For the non-RCS
methods storage overhead is, in most ases, greater than the ideal ompressed storage. A tual
ompression su ers, as a result. With the FreeBSD-full data set, for example, XDFS-r requires
58 per ent more a tual storage than RCS-l even though its ideal storage is slightly better. This
indi ates that it is more important to improve le system storage eÆ ien y than to ontinue to
improve delta- ompressed storage te hniques. On the bright side, XDFS-none has less storage
overhead than FS-none. This is a result of the XDFS small le allo ation poli y.
The sour e bu er te hnique improves ompression slightly, but at a great ost in both storage
overhead and insertion speed. The sour e bu er was on gured to allow up to 14 (s 2) pat h
les (with minimum size 256 bytes) to be used as additional inputs for delta ompression. On
the FreeBSD-full data set it redu es ideal storage by 9 MB, ompared to XDFS-r, but uses an
additional 245 MB overhead storage and takes 28 per ent longer at insertion.
Figure 10 shows the distribution of XDFS segment sizes for the FreeBSD-full data set en oded
using the XDFS-f method (in luding literal, ontrol, and pat h segments). The XDFS ar hive has
a greater fra tion of small les than appeared in either the Sprite [2℄ or Windows NT [54℄ le
system studies, for obvious reasons. Fifty-four per ent of les are smaller than 100 bytes and 84
per ent of les are smaller than 1 KB.
Figure 11 summarizes these results by plotting insertion time versus a tual ompression for the
FreeBSD-min10 data set, showing the relative time and spa e performan e of the storage methods
in the ase where there are many versions per le.
6.3

Delta-Compressed Transport

To evaluate the XDFS extra tion pro edure, a se ond data set, denoted HTTP-dynami , is taken
from a olle tion of seven popular web sites that ontain news and other information that hanges
on a daily basis. Mu h of the ontent of these web pages is stati , as they are generated using
templates. The \index.html" page was olle ted from ea h of these sites twi e daily at 8:00AM
and 8:00PM Pa i Standard Time beginning on January 27, 2000 and ending February 29, 2000,
ex ept when the site was down. Table 5 des ribes ea h of the sites that was used, the number of
versions olle ted, the average page size, and their total size.
Table 6 gives the ompression results for a simulated proxy on guration in whi h su essive
versions are extra ted as deltas and transferred from one ar hive to another. These results are not
augmented with any additional text ompression te hniques, as would ertainly be desirable in a
real system.
For the FreeBSD-full data set, this experiment provides little new information. There is a slight
improvement in ompression over the results in Table 4 due to the fa t that every version is
transported as a delta whereas the storage system stores one literal version per luster.
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Figure 9: Average normalized insertion time for the FreeBSD-min10 data set as a fun tion of
insertion number. The RCS methods' insertion time grows as a fun tion of insertion number
be ause it takes time proportional to the ar hive size, due to the ost of rewriting the entire ar hive
with every insertion. The XDFS methods are not dependent on total ar hive size, although they
are slower at the initial insertion.
Method
FS-none
RCS-t
RCS-l
XDFS-none
XDFS-f
XDFS-r (mv =40)
XDFS-r (mv =20)
XDFS-r (mv =10)
XDFS-r (mv =5)
XDFS-r (sr buf)

Insertion time
483 se .  0.5%
3129 se .  0.1%
3134 se .  0.3%
1153 se .  1.5%
1826 se .  0.9%
1833 se .  0.2%
1863 se .  1.4%
1874 se .  1.4%
1904 se .  1.5%
2157 se .  0.7%

Insertion fa tor
1.00
6.47
6.48
2.39
3.78
3.79
3.85
3.88
3.94
4.46

Retrieval time
315 se .  0.8%
1169 se .  0.4%
1235 se .  0.4%
453 se .  0.5%
803 se .  0.9%
1558 se .  0.4%
1209 se .  1.1%
978 se .  1.1%
851 se .  1.0%
1734 se .  0.8%

Retrieval fa tor
1.00
3.71
3.92
1.44
2.55
4.94
3.84
3.10
2.70
5.50

Method
FS-none
RCS-t
RCS-l
XDFS-none
XDFS-f
XDFS-r (mv =40)
XDFS-r (sr buf)

Insertion time
1243 se .  1.3%
4951 se .  0.1%
4962 se .  0.3%
4000 se .  1.7%
5135 se .  1.8%
5669 se .  1.5%
7867 se .  0.3%

Insertion fa tor
1.00
3.98
3.99
3.22
4.13
4.56
6.33

Retrieval time
1060 se .  1.9%
1937 se .  0.2%
2032 se .  0.7%
1302 se .  1.5%
2319 se .  5.2%
3371 se .  0.3%
3903 se .  1.7%

Retrieval fa tor
1.00
1.83
1.92
1.23
2.19
3.18
3.68

Table 3: Complete timing results for the FreeBSD-min10 (top) and FreeBSD-full (bottom) data
sets, taken over two runs. Insertion and retrieval times are the sum of the insertion and retrieval
time for individual versions in the data sets. Results are also given as fa tors relative to FS-none.

Method
FS-none
RCS-t
RCS-l
XDFS-none
XDFS-f
XDFS-r (mv =40)
XDFS-r (mv =20)
XDFS-r (mv =10)
XDFS-r (mv =5)
XDFS-r (sr buf)

Ideal storage
2342 MB
160 MB
158 MB
2342 MB
387 MB
156 MB
206 MB
323 MB
550 MB
147 MB

Ideal omp.
1.000
0.068
0.068
1.000
0.165
0.067
0.088
0.138
0.235
0.063

A tual storage
2777 MB
248 MB
246 MB
2685 MB
614 MB
297 MB
352 MB
483 MB
734 MB
330 MB

Overhead fa tor
1.185
1.552
1.555
1.146
1.589
1.906
1.710
1.493
1.335
2.233

A tual omp.
1.185
0.106
0.105
1.146
0.262
0.127
0.151
0.206
0.314
0.141

Method
FS-none
RCS-t
RCS-l
XDFS-none
XDFS-f
XDFS-r (mv =40)
XDFS-r (sr buf)

Ideal storage
3448 MB
497 MB
490 MB
3448 MB
737 MB
479 MB
470 MB

Ideal omp.
1.000
0.144
0.142
1.000
0.214
0.139
0.136

A tual storage
4520 MB
729 MB
722 MB
4420 MB
1498 MB
1141 MB
1395 MB

Overhead fa tor
1.311
1.468
1.472
1.282
2.030
2.382
2.967

A tual omp.
1.311
0.212
0.209
1.282
0.434
0.331
0.404

100

100

80

80
Total Segment Size (%)

Segments (%)

Table 4: Complete ompression and storage overhead results for the FreeBSD-min10 (top) and
FreeBSD-full (bottom) data sets. Ideal storage measures the algorithmi storage requirements,
whereas a tual storage measure disk utilization. A tual ompression is the produ t of ideal ompression and the storage overhead fa tor.
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Figure 10: The umulative distribution of segment size for the FreeBSD-full data set en oded using
the XDFS-f method. The left graph is weighed by the number of segments, and the right graph is
weighed by the size of ea h segment.
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Figure 11: A plot of insertion time versus a tual ompression for the FreeBSD-min10 data set,
summarizing the results in the ase where there are many versions per le.
Site
nn. om
nnfn. om
deja. om
news. net. om
slashdot.org
www.ex ite. om
www.zdnet. om/zdnn

Des ription
CNN's front page news
CNN's nan ial news
Usenet news portal
CNET's te hnology news
News for Nerds
Web portal
ZDNet's te hnology news

Versions
66
66
66
66
65
66
66

Average Size
65 KB
42 KB
30 KB
37 KB
36 KB
32 KB
59 KB

Total Size
4.3 MB
2.8 MB
2.0 MB
2.5 MB
2.4 MB
2.1 MB
3.9 MB

Table 5: Popular web sites used for the HTTP-dynami data set. The site's \index.html" page
was olle ted twi e daily for 33 days. Slashdot.org was down during one of the olle tion periods.
Name
XDFS-f
XDFS-r
XDFS-f
XDFS-r

Data set
FreeBSD-full
FreeBSD-full
HTTP-dynami
HTTP-dynami

Compressed Transfer
657 MB
474 MB
5.1 MB
4.7 MB

Un ompressed Transfer
3449 MB
3449 MB
20 MB
20 MB

Compression
0.191
0.137
0.257
0.238

Table 6: Delta ompression in simulated proxy on guration for the FreeBSD-full and HTTPdynami data sets.

The results for the HTTP-dynami data set on rm previously stated results on the potential for
delta en oding in HTTP [51℄ [34℄ with an average redu tion of 75 per ent. The spread between
forward and reverse ompression results is smaller for the HTTP data (2 per ent) than for the
FreeBSD data (5 per ent). These results indi ate that the ompressible HTTP ontent is relatively
stati a ross many versions of same page (whereas the FreeBSD data is more evolutionary).
7

Summary

Delta ompression has important, pra ti al appli ations, but is diÆ ult to manage. XDFS attempts to isolate the omplexity of managing delta- ompressed storage and transport by making
version labeling independent of delta- ompression performan e: version labeling uses the le system abstra tion, and a separately tunable time{spa e tradeo modi es performan e. Insertion
time performan e is independent of total ar hive size due to the use of transa tions. XDFS also
isolates the omplexity of delta- ompressed transport proto ol design from the delta- ompression
me hanisms that support it.
The traditional le system has weak onsisten y semanti s: the only atomi operation provided
is rename. La k of transa tion support in the traditional le system auses ineÆ ient behavior
in appli ations that require onsisten y. File system transa tion support an improve appli ation
performan e with the bene t of strong onsisten y semanti s. The XDFS le system layer provides
an atomi repla ement operation as an alternative to rename, making the use of multiple dire tory
links safe. As a result, the dire tory interfa e an be used for se ondary indexing purposes.
The use of transa tions permits extensibility by supporting independent failure re overy. The
XDFS le system layer's extensibility has been demonstrated through the use of a sta king interfa e
that supports delta- ompression. Table 7 shows the breakdown of lines of C ode for the modules
omprising XDFS. The delta- ompression module is self- ontained, and the le system layer has
a small fra tion of the omplexity of the underlying database.
Measurements of delta- ompression methods over the FreeBSD CVS data indi ate that RCS anestry information is ine e tive as a ompression hint. Better ompression is a hieved with the use
of a single lineage, indi ating that versions on a (version ontrol) bran h are more losely related
to the urrent version than they are to their immediate an estor|diverging bran hes were not
found to be an issue.
Using le system stru tures to store individual deltas, storage overhead is high. Caused by small
les and dire tories with only a few entries, storage spa e lost due to fragmentation and le system
metadata ex eeds the ompressed size of the data. At this point, it is more important to improve
le system storage overhead than it is to improve the delta ompression methods that were studied.
The XDFS results are good. Although it performs slightly slower than RCS at the data set with
only a few versions per le, this is largely a ounted for by the di eren e in initial insertion time,
whi h in ludes the time required to reate a new ar hive. XDFS is signi antly faster than RCS
with a suÆ ient number of versions per le due to better asymptoti performan e. Disks are
be oming heaper and larger at a fast pa e; the advantage in speed seems most desirable given

Module
XDFS
DBFS
Xdelta
Common
Experiments
Glib-1.2.6
Berkeley DB 3.1.6

Size (1000 lines)
2.2
5.8
1.6
9.8
5.5
25.9
115

Files
1
6
4
21
12
60
294

Fun tion
Delta- ompressed storage module
File system layer
Delta ompression algorithm
Input/output routines, obje t serialization
Test and experimental appli ations
Open sour e C utility library
The Berkeley Database

Table 7: Breakdown of program ode (mostly C) for the modules omprising XDFS.
urrent te hnology. The XDFS-f ompression method, using Burns and Long's version jumping
s heme, was the fastest method tested. It stores roughly twi e as mu h data as its ompetitors,
but retrieves versions using the minimal number of reads.
I have des ribed this system as a platform for supporting version ontrol systems and deltaompressed transport. Using this system, it is possible to build a delta ompression-enabled
appli ation with minimal e ort. XDFS a omplishes this with the use of an appli ation-level le
system layer, transa tion support, a time{spa e tradeo , and a riti al feature for supporting
delta- ompressed transport.
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